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Microscopic turgor-operated gas valves on leaf surfaces—stomata—facilitate gas exchange between the plant and the atmosphere, and respond to multiple environmental and endogenous cues. Collectively, stomatal activities affect everything from the productivity of forests, grasslands and crops to biophysical feedbacks between land surface vegetation and climate. In 1976, plant physiologist Paul Jarvis reported an empirical model describing stomatal responses to key environmental and plant conditions that predicted the flux of water vapour from leaves into the surrounding atmosphere. Subsequent theoretical advances, building on this earlier approach, established the current paradigm for capturing the physiological behaviour of stomata that became incorporated into sophisticated models of land carbon cycling. However, these models struggle to accurately predict observed trends in the physiological responses of Northern Hemisphere forests to recent atmospheric CO₂ increases, highlighting the need for improved representation of the role of stomata in regulating forest–climate interactions. Bridging this gap between observations and theory as atmospheric CO₂ rises and climate change accelerates creates challenging opportunities for the next generation of physiologists to advance planetary ecology and climate science. This commentary was written to celebrate the 350th anniversary of the journal Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society.

1. Introduction
Stomata are microscopic pores on the surfaces of leaves (called stomata after the Greek for mouth, stoma). Each individual stoma is typically composed of two specialized guard cells that flank an adjustable aperture and regulate the inevitable escape of water vapour as leaves take up CO₂ for photosynthesis (figure 1): inevitable because to assimilate CO₂ from the atmosphere and synthesize biomass by photosynthesis, plants must open their stomatal apertures, exposing the wet surfaces of the photosynthetic cells inside the leaf to the drier atmosphere. Consequently, the business of building plants from atmospheric CO₂ is expensive in terms of water requirements. For example, on average it typically requires approximately 1 kg of water to synthesize every 2–6 g of plant dry matter depending on weather conditions, especially atmospheric dryness, and the photosynthetic mode of the plants [3].

Plant physiologists have a long history of reporting discoveries concerning the behaviour of these fascinating structures in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, reaching back over a century to the pioneering work of Sir Francis Darwin FRS (1848–1925), the third son of Charles Darwin FRS (1809–1882) (figure 2). Darwin [5] was broadly interested in the control of water loss from leaves experiencing variations in irradiance and atmospheric dryness. His
major contribution to stomatal research arose from inventing, and then exploiting, equipment to make ground-breaking quantitative measurements of the effects of environmental factors, and plant water status, on the apertures of these tiny gas valves [6,7]. Before Darwin, it was established that atmospheric CO₂ entered leaves through stomatal pores and water escaped through them in the transpiration stream by evaporation [5,8]. After Darwin’s work, it became clear that stomatal apertures responded sensitively to changing environmental conditions and regulated the transpiration rates of leaves [5,8].

These research themes echo those of Paul Jarvis FRS (1935–2013) (figure 3). Jarvis and McNaughton [9,10] investigated the environmental responses of stomata and went on to pioneer the scientific analysis of how their collective actions on individual leaves translated to affect the exchange of water vapour, CO₂ and energy between forest canopies and the atmosphere. Born in Tunbridge Wells, Kent (in common with the author), Jarvis was the son of a Hertfordshire farmer who was also a founder member of the Royal Air Force Regiment in World War II [11]. His mother was a secretary to the statistician and geneticist Karl Pearson FRS (1857–1936) at University College, London [11]. Jarvis’s scientific career began when he read Botany at Oriel College, Oxford, before undertaking post-graduate research investigating the limits to the distribution of oaks and other tree species in the UK at the University of Sheffield, where coincidentally, Francis Darwin was made an Honorary Doctor of Science in 1910 [4]. Following productive spells in Sweden and Australia, Jarvis became Professor of Forestry and Natural Resources at the University of Edinburgh in 1975. Jarvis’s subsequent long and distinguished research career ‘laid the foundations for decades of studies on the interplay between forests and the climate system’ [11].

Fittingly, it was Jarvis’s studies modelling the behaviour of stomata under changing environmental conditions and plant water status that formed the subject of his Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society paper nearly 40 years ago [12]. It was read during the two-day 1975 Royal Society Discussion Meeting ‘A Discussion on Water Relations of Plants’, which
2. Capturing stomatal behaviour with equations

The pioneering contribution made by Jarvis [12] was deceptively simple. It introduced plant physiologists to a simple mathematical approach for describing how stomata respond to changes in the environment and plant water status to affect rates of water loss from leaves. The model had its genesis in a project Jarvis led studying coniferous forests in Aberdeen-shire, North East Scotland, and was really the first attempt to apply the methods and emerging techniques of ‘environmental physiology’ to a forest community, in this case a Sitka spruce plantation. In developing it, Jarvis took a series of disparate

measurements on leaves and made sense of them with a unifying explanatory empirical model relevant to plant biologists, crop scientists, foresters and meteorologists.

Capturing stomatal behaviour mathematically to model the flux of water vapour from leaves necessitates first describing that behaviour with measurements—itself no easy task. Water loss through stomata is commonly expressed as leaf stomatal conductance (denoted \( g_s \), or its inverse, stomatal resistance, \( r_s \)). In other words, the conductance of stomata to the passage of water vapour from the water-saturated leaf interior to the drier free-air immediately surrounding the outside of the leaf. Up until around the mid-twentieth century, plant physiologists commonly studied stomatal behaviour with a mass flow porometer, an instrument based on the porometer invented by Darwin & Pertz [14]. Mass flow porometers measure the flow of air into and out of a leaf due to an applied pressure gradient. The main pathway of air flow is through the stomata on one side of the leaf across the intercellular airspaces of the tissues and out of stomata on the other side. This means the volume flow rate depends on the series resistances of two epidermes and the intercellular air spaces of the leaf mesophyll. So reliable measurements can really only be made on leaves with similar numbers of stomata on the upper and lower surfaces. Complexities of measurements with mass flow porometers are numerous [15]. A major problem is the difficulty of relating the measurements to \( g_s \) because the technique measures the viscous flow resistance through stomata, whereas water vapour exchanges are largely diffusive [16].

Development of a more sophisticated device called a diffusion porometer followed with the advent of electronic water vapour sensors to accurately sense humidity, and improved construction materials. These instruments allowed measurement of the stomatal conductance (or resistance) of leaves to water vapour transfer (e.g. [17,18]). Concurrent measurements of the rate of CO\(_2\) assimilation of leaves were also emerging from laboratories using infrared gas analysers (IRGAs) [19], but these were less than routine and involved complex instrumentation that required careful maintenance. Nevertheless, careful laboratory-based investigations exploiting advances in diffusion porometers, including decisive and meticulous experiments by O.V.S. Heath FRS (1903–1997) (figure 4) [20,21], and other distinguished scientists (see [8] for a review), established that the stomatal conductance of leaves responded sensitively to changes in four important environmental variables: irradiance, atmospheric CO\(_2\) concentration, temperature and atmospheric dryness. Stomata were additionally known to respond to changes in the water status of soils and plant tissues, as defined by the soil water potential and leaf water potential, respectively, a point emphasized by Jarvis [12]. To complicate things further, each of these variables interacted with the other to determine the resulting steady-state stomatal conductance of leaves.

Jarvis’s [12] solution to the tricky problem of modelling the stomatal conductance of leaves for a given set of environment conditions, developed through his acknowledged collaboration with Dr K.L. Reed at the Department of Natural Resources, Forest Land Management Centre, Washington [22], was as follows: The simplest hypothesis, which we have adopted, is that the stomatal conductance of leaves is the result of complete expression of the influence of all the variables without any synergistic interactions’ (p. 603). The outcome of the assumption was built into a simple equation where the resulting \( g_s \) value of a leaf was the product of the five environmental variables listed above normalized to the
minimum stomatal conductance of the leaf. It was illustrated with the following example. ‘That is to say, if \( g_s \) is reduced to 80% of its maximum by the prevailing photon flux (irradiance) and to 80% of the maximum by the prevailing temperature, the results \( g_s \) will be 64% of the maximum \( g_s \) value’ [12, p. 605]. Before cautiously remarking, ‘Further experiments are needed to show whether this hypothesis is adequate’.

Having established the basis of the approach, the rest of the paper analyses new measurements, or datasets from field or laboratory grown plants, including from the Aberdeen Sitka paper analyses new measurements, or datasets from field or needed to show whether this hypothesis is adequate’. Before cautiously remarking, ‘Further experiments are needed to show whether this hypothesis is adequate’. Having established the basis of the approach, the rest of the paper analyses new measurements, or datasets from field or laboratory grown plants, including from the Aberdeen Sitka project [23,24]. Obtaining these field measurements on shoots of Sitka spruce \((Picea sitchensis)\) trees in the UK and shoots of Douglas fir \((Pseudotsuga menziesii)\) trees in the USA; all were measured with the diffusion porometer technique. For trees at both sites, environmental datasets were available, with measurements of irradiance, temperature, vapour pressure deficit and so on, for driving the model. The model successfully explained 51 and 73% of the observed variation in \( g_s \) values at the Sitka spruce and Douglas fir sites, respectively, with values of parameters derived from the model being rather different between the sites. For example, Sitka spruce needles had higher maximum \( g_s \) values and responded more sharply to increasing irradiance than the Douglas fir needles. Jarvis commented that ‘These differences in parameters may result from differences between the species, but more probably describe the differences in the physiological condition of the trees in spring and autumn at the two sites’ [12, p. 607].

At the 1976 Royal Society Meeting in London, the paper seemed to go over the heads of most of the audience with the exception of ‘old Penman [Howard Penman FRS (1909–1984), British meteorologist], who jumped up and said Paul’s model was nonsense’ (Linder S, 2014 personal communication) recalls Sune Linder of the Southern Swedish Forest Research Centre. The comment perhaps reflects the dichotomy between a physicist’s and botanist’s view of how the world works and expectations for how it should be described. Jarvis was, however, the first to recognize the short-comings of his empirical approach and its preliminary nature. He wrote ‘Interpreting the response of stomata to environmental variables in this way is practically useful, in that the parameters can be used to make predictions, but it is not wholly satisfactory. The parameters have limited physiological meaning because the model is descriptive rather than mechanistic’ [12, p. 609]. In the years that followed, the Jarvis model was widely applied mainly at the leaf and canopy level. Whitehead et al. [25], for example, measured stomatal responses to environmental variables in the field of tropical tree species in Nigeria and followed Jarvis’s approach in fitting the conductance values to environmental variables. Others have used and successful tested the approach, with modification, and applied it to \(Eucalyptus\) [26], \(Populus\) [27] and \(Picea\) [28].

3. Towards planetary ecology

Two major scientific advances followed. First was the development of a mathematical theory showing that leaves trade carbon for water in such a way as to maximize carbon gain with respect to water loss over time [29], stomata, of course, being the central decision takers making the soil water-atmospheric carbon trading scheme of this emerging paradigm a success. Second, technological developments led to advances and miniaturization of IRGAs for making gas exchange measurements on leaves. IRGAs became small enough to
his then graduate student Tim Ball, and their colleague Ian Woodrow, did this by analysing hundreds of IRGA-derived gas exchange measurements. Here Berry [34] describes in his own words what happened next.

Drawing on an abundance of careful gas exchange measurements from Chin Wong’s PhD thesis [at ANU] and additional measurements of his own, Tim Ball found that a regression including the rate of photosynthesis as one of the variables controlling conductance provided an excellent fit to hundreds of independent observations of conductance spanning several species and a wide range of environmental conditions. (p. 8)

The empirical equation that Ball et al. [35] formulated from these analyses did a remarkably good job of predicting the stomatal conductance of leaves and was underpinned by detailed analyses of the degree to which the leaf boundary layer, stomata and the primary carboxylation enzyme, Rubisco, determine the rate of photosynthesis [36,37]. In the ‘Ball–Woodrow–Berry (BWB) model’, as the comment above suggests, gs is linked to photosynthesis. This linkage provides an elegant means of accounting for the complex environmental and biological control of stomatal conductance by light, temperature and plant species, each plant species having its own particular physiological characteristics. As before, the atmospheric CO2 concentration and humidity needed to be accounted for in a species-specific manner and were dealt with using species-specific regression term as additional controlling variables [34]. Berry adds ‘Of course, one would still need to predict the rate of photosynthesis (itself a function of stomatal conductance) to predict conductance using this ‘Ball–Woodrow–Berry equation,’ but this is accomplished using the biochemical model and a straightforward numerical approach …’. This combination of models made it possible to accurately simulate photosynthesis and transpiration of leaves in natural environments’ [34, p. 8]. The ‘straightforward numerical approach’ alluded to here is really finding iterative solutions to sets of nonlinear coupled leaf photosynthesis and stomatal conductance equations; analytical solutions were later developed [38]. It should not be lost, however, that the new BWB solution to the problem drew heavily on the original approach developed by Jarvis [12]. But it had the advantage of scaling stomatal conductance as a function of photosynthesis, regardless of which environmental resources (e.g. soil water and nitrogen) constrained that process.

Having captured the responses of stomata with equations, the next step was to think about modelling how they influenced the feedback of the Earth’s land surface vegetation on regional and global climate in a high-CO2 ‘greenhouse’ world. The rationale for this idea originated half a century ago with fundamental stomatal research by O.V.S. Heath [39] (figure 4). Rapidly rising global atmospheric CO2 concentrations since pre-industrial times brought about by burning fossil fuels not only affect climate, via the greenhouse effect, but also, as Heath demonstrated, cause the stomata of many plant species to close partially. The distinguished stomatal physiologist T.A. Mansfield FRS explains the significance of these observations for climate change in Heath’s obituary written for The Independent newspaper (24 June 1997) ‘This alters the rate of transfer of water from the soil to the atmosphere, and it also affects the surface-atmosphere exchange of heat and contributes to global warming. Thus the ability of stomata to sense and respond to CO2 in the atmosphere, once thought to be an obscure topic only of academic interest to Heath and a few other scientists,
areas indicate regions not statistically significant at the 5% level using the Student t-test. (Image from [42].)

Figure 6. Fraction of total surface warming (i.e. warming caused by the combined radiative and physiological effects) associated with the physiological effects of CO₂ on stomatal behaviour. Results displayed were obtained in a climate model simulation with double present-day atmospheric CO₂ concentration (800 ppm). Hatched areas indicate regions not statistically significant at the 5% level using the Student t-test. (Image from [42].)

has become a major factor in our understanding of the forces that are driving climate change’.

Berry [34] recalls the major problem with investigating this CO₂-linked stomata–vegetation–climate feedback before the BWB stomatal conductance model was incorporated into interactive terrestrial vegetation models:

[in the model] . . . plants on the land opted to conserve water, which caused the atmosphere to dry and resulted in less rain and warmer temperatures, which caused the plants to try even harder to conserve water. The result was a condition Dave Randall [a collaborating climate modeller] described as ‘stomatal suicide,’ where the land masses of the planet became deserts. (pp. 9–10)

Implications of an improved numerical representation of stomatal behaviour for modelling biosphere–atmosphere interactions in a high-CO₂ world soon became apparent. In the mid-1990s, a team of North American scientists, including Berry, successfully coupled the BWB model into a land surface scheme nested within a model of the global climate system [40]. The team included the UK-born NASA meteorologist Piers Sellers, who went on to forge a career as an astronaut and flew three missions on the space shuttles Atlantis (2002, 2010) and Discovery (2006), and is now back in science working as the Deputy Director of Science and Exploration at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Centre, Maryland. Sellers knew Jarvis well. He’d been taught through lectures by him during the final year of his degree course in ecological sciences at the University of Edinburgh, and later worked closely with him on a large international field experiment on the Canadian boreal forests [41].

In their Science paper, Sellers et al. [40] reported findings from numerical model experiments designed to address two fundamental questions: (1) what effect does doubling the atmospheric CO₂ concentration have on stomatal conductance and (2) what is its feedback on regional and global climate? The results showed that CO₂-driven reductions in canopy transpiration exerted marked warming in tropical regions by +0.9 °C owing to reductions in latent heat transfer. Put another way, this physiological forcing of climate, as it became known, contributed about half of the overall 1.7 °C warming caused by the radiative effects of a doubled CO₂ atmosphere itself in these areas (i.e. trapping of long-wave radiation). Subsequent detailed land carbon cycle–climate system modelling simulation studies reported that partial stomatal closure in response to a doubling in the atmospheric CO₂ concentration causes additional warming across approximately 20% of the land surface, including large areas of the boreal forest and the tropical forests in South America and Africa [42]. In these heavily vegetated regions, the physiological forcing of climate accounted for up to 30% of the total warming, i.e. that caused by plant physiology and an enhanced greenhouse effect (figure 6). Less widely open stomata reduced canopy transpiration rates and the latent heat flux, and also decreased low cloud cover. Less clouds reduced the planetary albedo and meant more solar radiation could warm the Earth’s surface [42]. The magnitude of such vegetation–climate feedbacks is uncertain and difficult to establish and will probably depend on the time scale involved. Changes in vegetation structure (e.g. leaf area index, LAI) and distribution could exert complicating effects. If elevated CO₂ increases canopy LAI, it could offset the partial stomatal closure of leaves and increase canopy transpiration in some regions of the world [43]. Nevertheless, it is now well-established that vegetation responses to CO₂ and climate change could feedback to influence climate; development of the scientific thinking behind modelling land surface–climate interactions with a strong biophysical perspective is given by Sellers et al. [44].

Land carbon cycle models currently simulate a wide range of processes to predict changes in the productivity and net exchange of CO₂, water vapour and energy between terrestrial ecosystems and the atmosphere (e.g. [45–47]). In consequence, these global models are key tools for investigating the behaviour of the land carbon sink under given future CO₂ and climate change scenarios [48,49]. The land carbon ‘sink’ referred to here is that created by forests as they remove CO₂ out of the atmosphere to synthesize leaves, wood and roots, some of which can also be released back to the atmosphere by agents of disturbance, especially fire. Although the sink varies from year to year, on average it soaks up one-quarter of the annual CO₂ emissions from the burning of fossil fuels [48,49], raising the question: what will happen in the future? Many of the current generation of land carbon cycle models addressing this point still largely simulate stomatal conductance responses to the environment by adopting the empirical BWB or similar approach [49].
Mechanistic models that aim to describe how stomata function are being developed, but are limited by our poor understanding of the underlying complexity [50]. Optimization models, another class of models in development, revisit the ideas [29], in the hope that they might provide useful insights into why plants behave as they do when environmental conditions change and improve future carbon cycle predictions [51,52].

Nevertheless, it is a telling situation that the current generation of terrestrial carbon cycle models used in the 5th Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change often underestimate the productivity of vegetation in water-limited regions, a feature highlighting the need for better representation of plant–soil processes in global models [49]. Many aspects of plant water use are linked to changes in the hydraulic pathway from roots to the canopy, with plant water potential regulated by stomata to maximize water uptake and avoid breaking hydraulic contact with the soil water [53]. Here too Jarvis [12] was prescient. He proposed a mechanistic model linking the leaf water potential to the resistance pathway water encounters as it moves from the soil to the canopy. From this, a second equation followed, making leaf water potential dependent on evaporation rate that incorporated the interactive effects of light, temperature and atmospheric dryness. In this way, he showed evaporation rates from Sitka spruce and Scots pine forests show close linear relations with leaf water potentials.

Stomata themselves respond to water stress through increases in the abscisic acid (ABA) concentration of the sap carried through the xylem from the roots, and this induces stomatal closure and slows transpiration [54]. This discovery saw the BWB approach modified empirically to account for xylem ABA effects on stomatal conductance in a manner mirroring Jarvis’s approach [55]. The end-result is more realistic modelling of the plant–soil hydraulic pathway, so that as plant transpiration dries the soil, leaf stomatal conductance drops. These and other developments are reviewed by Buckley & Mott [50]. Exploration of alternative formulations capturing the optimality behaviour of stomata [29] has also proved promising for simulating tropical forest water fluxes [56], as have implementations of more detailed plant hydraulic systems in a global vegetation model [57]. Nevertheless, improving plant–soil water linkages, among other neglected processes like phosphorus cycling and microbial decomposition, is a frontier in ecosystem modelling [49,58].

Process-based modelling of terrestrial ecosystems has progressed in parallel with the development of crop models, but crop modellers have been slow to incorporate models of stomatal conductance or couple them with a model of photosynthesis to predict yields and food supply worldwide [59]. Instead, models tend to rely on outdated and potentially misleading CO2 ‘fertilization factors’ that may overestimate crop yields under elevated atmospheric CO2 concentrations [60]. These same models also tend to omit the effects of atmospheric CO2 on stomatal closure, soil moisture and canopy temperature that free-air CO2 enrichment (FACE) studies have shown to be important [60,61]. FACE systems allow for the natural coupling of crops and the atmosphere, and crops grown within FACE systems typically show 5–15% decreases in canopy transpiration and crop water use [62]. Obviously, mechanistically modelling crop yields in response to future CO2 and climate change scenarios, including the interactive effects of surface ozone, temperature, moisture and light, is an important goal. Addressing this challenge requires improved representation of stomatal physiology to better link crops with the soil and atmospheric environments [59].

4. Retrospective

Looking back, it is clear that Jarvis [12] presciently anticipated the need to model stomatal behaviour in response to a range of environmental factors. His paper proposed roles for stomata in regulating the gas exchange of forest shoots and canopies that proved important for determining critical aspects of vegetation–atmosphere interactions. He proposed a framework for attempting this at a time when modellers of the Earth’s global climate system had not yet begun to recognize (let alone incorporate) the feedback of vegetation on the global cycles of carbon, water and energy. Within a decade, other research groups, notably those in North America and Australia, advanced the theory and developed refined models that established the current paradigms for understanding the behaviour of stomata. Most recently, molecular genetic controls on stomatal development [63], CO2 sensing [64] and regulation of formation by environmental variables like atmospheric CO2 [65] have been elucidated, allowing integration with leaf gas exchange properties [66–68].

Assessment of feedbacks involving stomata, forests and climate in future high-CO2 ‘greenhouse’ worlds continues [49], with the wider implications of Heath’s seminal observations concerning partial stomatal closure under high CO2 proving a challenge to understand. Recent atmospheric CO2 increases have reduced transpiration rates from temperate and boreal forest canopies in this way to a far greater degree than sophisticated ecosystem models anticipated [69]. Reduced canopy transpiration means less water is taken up by roots, with more remaining in the soil to affect the water balance of the land surface. Through this mechanism, the ‘anti-transpirant’ effect of a rising atmospheric CO2 concentration is now invoked to explain (over and above other factors) increased land surface run-off from major river basins since the 1960s [70].

In his closing remarks to the 1976 Royal Society Meeting, Monteith [13] quoted the Victorian poet Alfred, Lord, Tennyson’s lines written at the time of the potato famine in Ireland:

Science moves but slowly, slowly, creeping on from point to point
Slowly comes a hungry people, as a lion creeping nigher,
Glare at one that nods and winks behind a slowly dying fire.

[13, p. 612]

Monteith [13] creatively interpreted the modern relevance of these lines to ask ‘whether we are the people nodding and winking behind sophisticated research projects while hunger and malnutrition remain an immense global problem’. Decades later the growing realization is that agricultural food production needs to double by 2050 to keep pace with the expanding population of humans [71,72] and this urgent challenge is set against a background of rising atmospheric CO2 concentrations and changing climate [73]. Improving our ability to feed a global population of 9 billion hungry humans, and model planetary ecology and climate [74], demands an improved understanding of complex stomatal physiology. What follows next will build on the scientific foundations laid by Paul Jarvis nearly four decades ago [12].
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